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IT skills gap between supply and demand
Advanced digital skills require more than mastering coding or having
a basis of computing sciences. Digital training and education should
support a workforce in which people can acquire specialised digital
skills to get quality jobs and rewarding careers.
As of 2019, there were 7.8 million ICT specialists with a prior
annual growth rate of 4.2%. If this trend continues, the EU will be far
below the projected need of 20 million experts e.g. for key areas,
such as cybersecurity or data analysis.
More than 70% of businesses report a lack of staff with adequate
digital skills as an obstacle to investment.
There is also a severe gender imbalance with only one in six ICT
specialists and one in three STEM graduates being women.
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ESSA I The project
ESSA is a European project funded under the Erasmus+ programme.

ESSA delivers a new strategic approach
to sectoral cooperation on software services skills development.
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Roadmap
Offer learning instruments to skill, upskill, and reskill
individuals into high demand professional software roles
across Europe.
2021

2022
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Needs Analysis
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Skills Strategy

Software skills
VET curricula,
certification

VET training
programmes
testing and rollout

e-CF is used as a common reference point across all project outputs
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e-CF

CEN standard
EN 16234-1:2019

e1 <—> EQF 3
e2 <—> EQF 4 & 5
e3 <—> EQF 6
e4 <—> EQF 7
e5 <—> EQF 8

Dimension 4
Examples of
Knowledge, skills and
attitudes
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Job profiles
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Job profiles
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5 professional profiles
The project refers to the ICT professional figures identified in
the CEN European ICT Professional Role Profiles and
focuses on 5 of them, those relating to software roles:
●
●
●
●
●

Developer,
DevOps expert,
Solution designer,
Test specialist,
Technical (software) specialist.
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Needs analysis report
This 2021 Needs Analysis report sheds light on the current and future
needs for software skills and professionals in Europe.
The conclusions are drawn based on the study of job vacancies, available
research on software skills, education and training programmes, labour
market reports, and databases. We also collected experts’ input about their
expectations for the future of software roles, skills, and their provision.

What can we conclude?
The findings confirm that software Developers of all kinds are very much
needed in Europe. Also, people in other software roles like DevOps experts
and Solution designers are much in demand.
Software professionals should not be only experts in software, but they
should also be able to work in a team within organisations. Thus, so-called
T-shaped and π-shaped professionals will become more and more
important. These are software specialists that have a broad set of (soft and
business) skills and are able to work closely with people from different fields.
To close the skills gap between the demand and supply, most individuals
need to be skilled, upskilled, and/or reskilled. Education and training
providers and organisations with software skills needs will have to work
closely together to train the software professionals of the future.

What will we do with this?
Europe’s Most Needed Software Roles and Skills report is our starting point
to develop a coherent European Software Skills Strategy. We’ll use the report
insights and conclusions to propose corrective or novel recommendations to
close the skills gap in software development and operation.
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T-Shaped

-Shaped
Ability to apply knowledge
across situations

Functional/Disciplinary
skills

From “The European Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge” link
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Needs analysis report
The report showed that there are three important
skill categories for software professionals:
• Hard software skills: skills specifically related to
the field of software such as mainly those of
programming - languages: Java, Javascript, SQL,
HTML, PHP, C ++, C # and Python - but also of
algorithm design, testing and debugging, and
DevOps.
• Profession-related skills: skills related to the ICT
professional field in general such as those related
to safety management, project management,
sustainability management and software
sustainability.
• Soft skills: transversal skills increasingly important
also for software roles; these are interpersonal,
teamwork and communication soft skills, and
personal soft skills: critical thinking and analysis,
problem-solving and self-management
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A software skills strategy
Mission
The traditional role of a software professional is changing.
New tools and technologies are emerging. The way
software is developed is changing with organisations
adopting agile methodologies in addition to a significant
drive towards development and secure and sustainable
development practices.
All of these require the development of new ways of
working, new skills, and competences. In addition, how
and who developers work with is evolving, requiring more
collaboration and teamwork as different roles and
different professional fields within and outside the software
life cycle work together to achieve the end result.
As the arena of software development is constantly
changing, the market demand for software skills is also
changing. Education and training to fulfil this changing
market demand are essential.
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A software skills strategy
ESSA offers flexible and modular training
to facilitate access to many professionals,
with ample opportunities for autonomous
learning and the possibility of
microlearning and with the use of
innovative teaching methods that increase
the attractiveness and quality of training,
such as flipped classroom, gamification and
peer education.
• Curricula for 5 professional roles at
different EQF levels
• Materials for courses
• Certification (& micro-certification) model
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Partners

Associated partners
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Thank you.
pierfranco.ravotto@aicanet.it
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